Japanese Dogs Akita Shiba Breeds Chiba
akita dog breed - encyclopedia of dogs - that time the akita were typically called matagi inu (inu means
dog in japanese). these dogs possessed a smaller build than present day akita dogs do. in addition, many of
these ancestral akita dogs were used for guarding and protecting people. some were even used to hunt bears
in particular. character a history of the akita dog - northland akitas - japanese dogs then were known
only by their regional names. in akita, large dogs were called the odate dog, nambu dog, kazuno dog, etc. the
name akita dog was first used in september 1931 to include all of the large japanese dogs after the akita dog
was declared as a natural monument. (17) japanese akita - united kennel club - the japanese akita is
known as a dignified, quick and agile breed. overall balance is very important. the striking coat color, coat
color patterns, angled ears, eye shape and deep coloration of irises define the exotic look of this breed. the
japanese akita, is independent, smart and docile. the japanese akita - waukesha kennel club - • the
japanese akita dates back to 500bc when they migrated from china to japan. in the 12th century, dog ﬁghting
was popular in japan. it is said that akita's would ﬁght another massive dog called a japanese tosa inu. akita's
became hunters, guard dogs, herders, and even babysitters. they were very loyal dogs, and hachiko: the
akita who became a symbol of loyalty - hachiko: the akita who became a symbol of loyalty one tale about
a dog known by virtually everyone in japan is that of hachiko, an akita inu. this true story is the most famous of
all dog stories and has become a kind of modem legend, relayed from one generation to another and also
finding its way into books, movies, and television dramas. japanese dog breeds (dogs native to japan) - jhiga - japanese dog breeds (dogs native to japan) the dogs that have inhabited japan since ancient times are
referred to as japanese dogs. the akita, kai, kishu, shiba, shikoku and hokkaido are these breeds. most of their
names are associated with particular areas of japan. these dogs, which were 255g05-en - fédération
cynologique internationale - dogs) were used as fighting dogs. from 1868 akita matagis were crossed with
tosas and mastiffs. consequently, the size of this breed increased but characteristics associated with spitz type
were lost. in 1908 dog fighting was prohibited, but this breed was nevertheless preserved and improved as a
large japanese breed. as a result, nine facts about akitas - akita club of puget sound - facts about akitas
the akita is a japanese breed and in his native country, the akita has been declared a national treasure. an
akita in a home is believed to be a symbol of good health, prosperity and good fortune. helen keller brought
the first akita to the us in 1937. akitas do not bark unless there is a good reason. japanese akita dog
standards - akita learning center - the japanese akita dog literature maintains that the original akita dog
standards have not been changed. knowledgeable japanese dog writers say that the original akita dog
standards were written to purify and improve the impure akita dog. they also state that the original akita dog
standards were too brief and often difficult to be diseases and disorders affecting akitas - diseases and
disorders affecting akitas . here is a list of medical/health problems that been diagnosed in akita at some time.
this does not mean all akitas are or will be affected by one or any of these problems; listed breed-group vi
non-sporting dogs vil-1 - akita (japanese) origin & purpose originally japanese dogs were small to medium
in size and no large breeds existed. since 1603 in the akita region, akita matagis (medium-sized bear-hunting
dogs) were used as fighting dogs. from 1868 akita matagis were crossed with tosas and mastiffs.
consequently, the size japanese akita inu - the kennel club - japanese akita inu pedigree breed health
survey forms were received representing 8 living dogs & 2 deceased dogs. mortality results a total of 2 deaths
were reported, representing 0.04% of all deaths reported in the pedigree breed
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